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This album reflects aspects of a mutual intersection and continual development
between a pianist and a composer, touching upon both musical and personal
connections over the course of a lifetime. It focuses on music by two composers:
recent works by James Ricci and Arnold Schoenberg’s Op. 23. Over the course of
the project Holzman and Ricci uncovered, explored, and cultivated a number of
important threads that emerge from the personal and musical interconnections
they share.
Although they did not know each other personally until 2015, Holzman and
Ricci grew up in an era when New York City was a major cultural center of modernist
music. Their experiences and musical passions were quite similar. It included the
important repertory of Arnold Schoenberg, Stefan Wolpe, Roger Sessions, and
Donald Martino. Holzman became a leading advocate of these composers along
with countless others. He actively concertized and recorded many of their most
important works.
In the early 1970’s Ricci moved to Boston where he dove deeply into the study
of music composition and came under the influence of his mentors and their music.
His roadmap into these works was often aided, reinforced, and revealed through
commercial recordings made by Holzman (for example, Albany Records, Troy 168,
169, and 283).
Ricci wrote, “David Holzman’s recordings of Donald Martino and Stefan Wolpe
in particular are etched into my brain. I know this music via his interpretation, native
understanding, and astute realization.” Ricci knew about Holzman’s work long before
meeting him in person.
An association with Donald Martino was an important personal and musical
influence for both Holzman and Ricci, but it wasn’t until after Martino died in 2005
that the two formally met and a collaboration between them ensued. Holzman went
on to premiere the majority of Ricci’s works on this disc.

About the Music
Ricci’s Bagatelle (Track 1) leads the album, and the style rests decisively in the
modernist camp. It alternates between a single line, counterpoint, and chordal attacks.
Towards the end there are two phrases that create a psychological effect of perceived
motion: first falling, and then rising.
Ricci’s Nocturne (Track 2) is marked Adagio rubato e molto espressivo. It looks back
into history and explores harmonies implied by a late 19th-century musical language
and style — using major and minor triads throughout. Yet the music wanders in
search of a tonal center that never actually arrives in a definitive way. The work is
somewhat reminiscent of Mahler, and hints at early Schoenberg as well.
Ricci’s jazzy Sonata (Track 3) was premiered by Holzman for the Queens New
Music Festival at the Secret Theatre, New York May 19, 2018. The Sonata is upbeat and
lively. It has an American swag, but also draws upon compositional techniques that
stem from the atonal works of Schoenberg and the vibrancy of late Stravinsky. There
are even sections where one might be inclined to dance.
Ricci’s Nocturne 2 (Track 4) was written specifically for Holzman, and is
dedicated to him. It was composed in such a way as to enable a runway for the
pianist’s expressive romantic inclinations. At times it draws smooth and tender
harmonies sourced — albeit subconsciously — from the world of jazz pianist Bill
Evans (a musician Martino had jammed with). But the music also alternates back-andforth with more assertive, angular gestures which owe debt to a sensibility of a form
of concert music that was championed by Donald Martino, among others.
As Holzman and Ricci forged a creative musical bond over the years, their
discussions about music deepened and friendship evolved. A host of common
musical connections and influences emerged. One thing they found in common was
an appreciation of the piano music of Arnold Schoenberg. It was something that
had nurtured each of them during their formative years of musical training. Thus,
Schoenberg’s Five Pieces for Piano, Op. 23 (Tracks 5-9) is included on this album. It
represents one of the many common influences and shared pathways of musical

history that Holzman and Ricci have traversed — independently — over the course
of their lives. Holzman’s performance of Schoenberg’s masterwork is an important
contribution to the recorded library of artists who have ventured to undertake
this rich and challenging work. He brings expression, meaning, and life to it in a
unique way.
The last piece in the Schoenberg Op. 23 set is a waltz, and the track that follows
it is Ricci’s Waltz (Track 10). The composer did not intend to mimic Schoenberg in
any way, but rather composed the piece as a simple birthday gift for his aunt’s 88th
birthday. Its 3/8 meter and tonal character stand in opposition against an underlying
12-tone structure that permeates the fundamental fabric of the music. Much of Ricci’s
music — and that of his teacher Martino — explores the potential commonalities
between what is often regarded as two separate and independent musical genres: the
so-called tonal and 12-tone idioms.
Ricci’s Song without Words (Track 11) is a slow, soft meditation that almost
exclusively utilizes the intervals of major and minor thirds and their inversions. On
some level it explores how some listeners are wired to hear implications of major
and minor modes of harmony when presented with them. It evokes a rich harmonic
soundscape that is also inherent in the work of Alban Berg, or perhaps even the
Brahms Intermezzo Op. 119, Nr. 1. Song without Words concludes on a richly altered,
but unambiguously cadential, C minor chord.
Holzman premiered Ricci’s Intermezzo at Spectrum New York City on June 7, 2015
(Track 12). It is at its heart a romantic work. The music is introspective, melodically
fluid, and harmonically rich. Concert reviewer George Grella of New York Classical
Review wrote, “Ricci explained that he took an intuitive approach to writing the
music, exploring the pathways of his subconscious and the sound of the piano. It
initially presents itself as an atonal work, but quickly and smoothly becomes the
fundamentally romantic reverie of Ricci’s technical approach. The music seems

to sound just the way it should and, in Holzman’s performance, was completely
absorbing.”
Ricci’s Fantasy-Variations (Track 13) is dedicated to the late composer, Donald
Martino. It is fitting that Holzman plays it on this album, since it completes a circle
of friendship. The work is brisk and alludes to certain characteristics inherent in
tonality, such as classical phrase structure. There is an emphasis on consonant
intervals (thirds, fifths, and sixths) contrasting against a harmonic backdrop that does
not lead home to any particular key or tonic.
Ricci’s Boogie Woogie (Track 14) concludes the album with a light celebratory
piece that is intended to evoke a smile. It was written on the occasion of Milton
Babbitt’s 90th birthday. Babbitt — who was a teacher of Martino at Princeton in the
1950’s — became an informal mentor of Ricci in the 1980s. They communicated often,
and Babbitt supported Ricci’s music in various ways. The B-A-B-B-I-T-T motif of Boogie
Woogie commences in measure one. It is transposed, permuted, punctuated, inverted,
and developed throughout the course of the virtuosic “jam session” (where E-flat =
letter I, and D = letter T). The metronome mark is quarter = 90, to align with Babbitt’s
birthday year. Music theorists may notice that the four pitches in the motif represent
a (0,1,4,6) all-interval pitch class set (Forte name 4-z15). This simply means that every
interval can be derived from this unique collection of four notes.
Musical connections can be, and often are, part of a larger cultural fabric
comprised of the thoughts and efforts of a group of like-minded individuals. Without
these commonalities, mentorships, shared passions, and collaborative projects, music
would be a lonely and solitary affair. Music, and the connections it embodies, forms
the fabric by which musically informed people can communicate ideas and emotions.
This album is a reflection of the intersection between personal musical explorations,
and about the connections and interconnections that exist between people and the
music they strive to actively engage with and ultimately create.
—JR

James Ricci (b. 1954 in New York City) studied in Boston at the Berklee College of
Music, New England Conservatory, and at Brandeis University. His composition
teachers included Donald Martino, Martin Boykan, and Harold Shapero. He has
participated in diverse seminars and master classes both in Europe and the United
States with composers György Ligeti, Sir Peter Maxwell Davies, Earle Brown, Jacob
Druckman, Ralph Shapey, Betsy Jolas, Sylvano Bussotti, Anthony Payne, and others. He studied with Milton Babbitt at the Indiana University Composer’s Forum
and at the Yale Norfolk Summer School of Music with Elliott Carter. As co-director
of the LUMEN Contemporary Music Ensemble in Arlington, Massachusetts, Ricci
curated concerts of new music. His solo and chamber music has been performed by
Irina Chirkova, Jan Insinger, Kenneth Radnofsky, Fabrizio Bardelli, Wouter Schmidt,
Willemien Insinger, Wilma Smith, the Lydian String Quartet, the QX String Quartet,
the Xanthos Ensemble, Duo Atlantica, the LUMEN Contemporary Music Ensemble,
Collage New Music, the Annex Players, Solar Winds, and pianists David Holzman,
Martin Amlin, Donald Berman, John McDonald, and Janice Weber. His String Quartet
(1984) — a work that won mention in the 1985 Boston League-ISCM Competition —
has been recorded by the QX String Quartet. His Night Music (2020), and Rune (2020)
for orchestra were recorded by the Brno Philharmonic Orchestra (Czech Republic) for
release on Ablaze Records in 2022. Before relocating to Chapel Hill, NC in 2013, Ricci
was an Assistant Professor of Composition at the Berklee College of Music in Boston.
James Ricci’s website: www.jamesricci.com

Hailed as “a master pianist” (Andrew Porter, The New Yorker), David Holzman has
won acclaim both for his recitals and his recordings. Among his honors and awards
have been recording grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities, the
Alice M. Ditson Fund and the Aaron Copland Foundation. Commissioning grants
have come from such organizations as Reader’s Digest-Meet the Composer and
New Jersey Council on the Arts. He has focused much of his attention upon the
masterworks of the 20th Century and has been described as “the Horowitz of modern
music” (Jerry Kuderna, (San Francisco Classical Voice) for his electrifying performances.
His debut recording, a CRI LP, was called “one of the great piano discs of the decade”
(Peter G. Davis, New York Magazine) and established his reputation as one of the most
exciting interpreters of the modern repertoire. His CD, Stefan Wolpe: Compositions
for Piano on the Bridge label received wide acclaim and won Holzman a Grammy
nomination as well as an Indie Award and an ASCAP-Deems Taylor Award for his
liner notes. Among several glowing reviews, Christopher Ballantine of International
i
Record Review praised the “revelatory nsight and passionate conviction” of
Holzman’s interpretations and Matthias Kriesberg in The New York Times lauded
the “introspective virtuosity” of his pianism. His more recent CD featuring music
of Roger Sessions and Ralph Shapey, also on the Bridge label, has received an
equally enthusiastic response. Robert Carl (Fanfare Magazine) wrote: “This disc is one
that elicits the ‘Wow’ response. There are passages where the dense contrapuntal
textures are so welldifferentiated that one might assume this was four-hand music
(as an example, the fiery, overflowing explosion of Mutations II has to be heard to
be believed).” American Record Guide Magazine put it simply: “It left me breathless.”
Regarding his latest release on Bridge Records of music by John McDonald, Robert
Carl writes, “I have known and admired this performer’s work for years, and
especially his scrupulous and powerful renditions of the piano music of Stefan Wolpe.
He brings exactly the same sort of fierce commitment to McDonald’s oeuvre.”
Performing throughout the world, Mr. Holzman has given lecture-recitals at the
Museum of the Diaspora in Jerusalem, the Holocaust Museum in Washington and

the African Museum in New Jersey, as well as distinguished universities throughout
America. He has often been featured at festivals such as Darmstadt, Leningrad Spring,
the Wolpe Festivals in Toronto, Chicago and New York, the Schoenberg Festival in
Vienna, the Alternativa Festival in Moscow and the Festival Internacional De Musica
Nueva Siglo XXI in Vera Cruz, Mexico. His performance of the music of Pultizer
Prize-winning composer Donald Martino was chosen by the New York Times as one of
the highlights of the 1991 season. More recently he performed in the Black Mountain
Festival in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, Goethe House in New York and Bargemusic
in New York. Of this last recital, Steve Smith (The New York Times) wrote: “His account
of Elliott Carter’s Sonata was not spotless. But a few missed notes during the work’s
most agitated passages were a small price to pay for playing so full of blood, steel, and
unshakable conviction.”
An active lecturer, Holzman has introduced general audiences to complex
and foreign styles. Most recently, his lecture on Ralph Shapey’s 21 Variations can be
heard on the Art of the States Exploded View #2. His writings, covering all areas of
music, appear in such periodicals as Sonus, Contemporary Music Review, New Music
Connossieur as well as Pendragon Press. His most recent essays describe his experience
with hearing loss as a pianist. “Lost and Found” will be published in Fall of 2021 as
part of a collection sponsored by the Aural Diversity Organization.
Born in New York in 1949, Holzman received his BM magna cum laude from
Mannes College of Music. He completed his studies with Nadia Reisenberg at Queens
College. He was a finalist in the Carnegie Hall American Music Competition and the
International Keyboard Competition of St. Germaine-en-Laye. David Holzman is
currently Professor of Piano at the C.W. Post Campus of Long Island University.
David Holzman’s website: www.battlemuse.com
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